
Loose Cannon is based in Abingdon on Thames, which had an extensive history of brewing up to the
closure of Morlands brewery in 2000. Loose Cannon started trading in July 2010 with only one beer,
the aptly named Abingdon bridge.

Priding themselves at being at the forefront of the craft beer rising, multi-award winning Loose
Cannon continue to design new, creative and refreshing contemporary beers for their legion of
followers to enjoy.
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Traditional with a modern twist. Loose Cannon's first and still most
popular brew. A copper hue belies the floral aroma of this thirst
quenching beer. Smooth malty notes with a balanced hoppy finish.

Abingdon bridge
Best
Bitter

4.1%

The perfect beer for a warm summer’s day. The use of only pale malts
really allows the hops’ citrus flavour to shine unabated. Thirst quenching
and tasty.

bombshell
Pale
Ale

4.2%

Gunners Gold
Honouring local hero and Lancaster bomber veteran Stan Bradford, 
Gunners Gold is a golden coloured session beer. An initial light peach 
aroma on the nose which then transfers to the palate with a satisfying 
crisp finish.

Golden
Ale

3.5%

The gift box contains:
2 x 500ml bottle plus pint glass
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Random Words IPA
Big, bold hop aroma with medium bitterness. Amarillo, Azacca, 
Ekuanot and Simcoe hops permeate the taste buds and finish crisp. 
From random chat to stupid facts there’s always stuff worth talking 
about. Loose Cannon have brewed a beer that fuels best friend babble 
and post-work waffle. It’s the cure for small talk.

IPA 5%

12

676 Lager
Clean and crisp lager brewed the traditional way with a special 
balance of Magnum and Saaz hops for the best flavour.

Lager 4%

12

Session IPA
Golden, unfined and unfiltered. A modern session IPA with generous 
new world hop additions that provide amazing passion fruit, peach, 
orange and mango aroma. This beer has a gorgeous natural haze.

4.1%
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